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Abstract
We derive the metric of an accelerating observer moving with non-constant proper acceleration
in flat spacetime. With the exception of a limiting case representing a Rindler observer, there are
no horizons. In our solution, observers can accelerate to any desired terminal speed v∞ < c. The
motion of the accelerating observer is completely determined by the distance of closest approach
and terminal velocity or, equivalently, by an acceleration parameter and terminal velocity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A complete description of accelerating observers in flat spacetime is lacking in the liter-
ature. Observers moving with constant proper acceleration (Rindler observers [1]) are the
most widely used description of such behavior so far, especially in discussions of the ther-
mal properties of vacuum states in quantum field theories [2]. In this paper we derive the
trajectory and the metric of an observer moving with non-constant proper acceleration in
two-dimensional flat spacetime.
It is clear that Rindler observers are unphysical. They accelerate with constant proper
acceleration for all time, reaching speeds arbitrarily close to the speed of light. For this
reason, Rindler observers see the light cone as an event horizon.
These horizons partition the spacetime into four regions [1]: the left and right Rindler
wedges, which we characterize by a metric ds2 = X2dT 2− dX2, and the Kasner-Milne [3–5]
universe, which we characterize by a metric ds2 = dT 2−T 2dX2. These regions are bounded
by the lines in flat spacetime at 45 degrees to the x- and t-axes (in units of c = 1). Observers
in the Rindler wedges are disconnected from some of the other wedges and thus do not have
complete access to the full spacetime. For instance, an observer in the right Rindler wedge
can receive signals from the past of the Kasner-Milne universe (lower wedge) and send signals
to the future Kasner-Milne universe (upper wedge), but is completely disconnected from the
left Rindler wedge. This is because observers in the Rindler wedges see event horizons
corresponding to the light cone portions in their quadrants of the spacetime. Minkowski
(inertial) observers never experience this; an event occuring in flat spacetime is always
accessible to the Minkowski observer provided the observer waits sufficiently long times.
II. DERIVATION OF THE METRIC
We begin with the flat spacetime metric
ds2 = dt2 − dx2 (1)
and change coordinates to the accelerating frame. The most general coordinate transforma-
tion is t = h(ξ, ζ) and x = f(ξ, ζ). These coordinate transformations lead to the following
metric:
ds2 = (h˙2 − f˙ 2)dξ2 + 2(h˙h′ − f˙f ′)dξdζ + (h′2 − f ′2)dζ2 (2)
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Here primes indicate derivatives with respect to ζ and dots indicate derivatives with
respect to ξ. We attempt to eliminate the cross term dξdζ. We choose h˙h′ = f˙f ′ and solve
the partial differential equation. We assume a solution that is separable, t = a(ξ)b(ζ) and
x = c(ξ)d(ζ). It follows that
a˙a
c˙c
=
dd′
bb′
(3)
Each side of the equation depends only on ξ or ζ and therefore must be equal to a constant.
Integrating both equations, we obtain relationships between the functions a and c as well as
d and b. a
2 − k2c2 = A2
d2 − k2b2 = B2
(4)
The general solutions to the equations in (4) come in four cases. We consider the trivial
case first, A = B = 0. This leads to functions a = ±kc and d = ±kb and forces ds2 = 0.
We take cases two and three to be A2 = 0 and B2 6= 0, and vice versa. First we take
A2 = 0; this reduces the equations in (4) to a = ±kc and (d/B)2−(kb/B)2 = 1. The general
solution to this equation is d = B coshφ(ζ) and b = Bk−1 sinhφ(ζ). Thus, our coordinate
transformations look like t = Bc(ξ) sinhφ(ζ) and x = Bc(ξ) coshφ(ζ), and we see that case
two corresponds to the left and right Rindler wedges. With coordinate choices X = Bc(ξ)
and T = φ(ζ) the metric becomes
ds2 = X2dT 2 − dX2 (5)
For case three, the condition A2 6= 0 and B2 = 0 implies t = Ab(ζ) cosh θ(ξ) and x =
Ab(ζ) sinh θ(ξ), which describe the Kasner-Milne universe. The coordinate choices X = θ(ξ)
and T = Ab(ζ) now yield the metric
ds2 = dT 2 − T 2dX2 (6)
Observers in the Kasner-Milne wedges move with constant velocity; the distance between
two observers decreases in the lower wedge and increases in the upper wedge, leading some to
refer to the upper and lower wedges as the expanding and contracting universe, respectively
[2].
The fourth – and most interesting – case is A2 6= 0 and B2 6= 0. Then, the solutions to
equations (4) with the condition that A and B are both non-zero become a = A coshφ(ξ),
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c = Ak−1 sinhφ(ξ), and also d = B cosh θ(ζ), b = Bk−1 sinh θ(ζ). With the appropriate
choice of X and T it follows that
t = α cosh
(
X
α
)
sinh
(
T
α
)
, x = α sinh
(
X
α
)
cosh
(
T
α
)
(7)
where α = ABk−1. The metric of the accelerating observer is therefore
ds2 = cosh
(
X + T
α
)
cosh
(
X − T
α
)
(dT 2 − dX2) (8)
In Figure 1 we show a spacetime diagram with lines of constant T and constant X. It is
clear from this figure that the accelerating observer sees no event horizons. The trajectories
are hyperbolic but they are not bounded by the light cones.
III. KINEMATICS
We select a fixed position X0 in the instantaneous rest frame of the accelerating observer
and calculate the velocity.
dx
dt
= tanh
(
X0
α
)
tanh
(
T
α
)
= v∞ tanh
(
T
α
)
(9)
The speed of the accelerating observer ranges from 0 to 1, the speed of light, and we
may adjust this speed by varying either the position of the accelerating observer in his
coordinate system or the parameter α. We define the terminal velocity v∞ ≡ tanh(X0/α) for
convenience and physical insight, and denote by γ∞ the relativistic gamma factor associated
with this terminal velocity, so that γ∞ = cosh(X0/α). We then calculate the acceleration
a = d2x/dt2.
a =
v∞
α
1
cosh
(
X0
α
)
cosh3
(
T
α
) = v∞
αγ∞
1
cosh3
(
T
α
) (10)
The transformation law to obtain the proper acceleration is apr = γ
3a.
apr =
v∞
αγ∞
[
1 + γ−2∞ sinh
2
(
T
α
)]−3/2
(11)
For completeness, we note from (8) or from the equivalent form
ds2 =
[
cosh2
(
T
α
)
+ sinh2
(
X
α
)]
(dT 2 − dX2) (12)
that the relationship between the time T and the proper time τ of the observer at X0 is
dT =
[
γ2∞ + sinh
2
(
T
α
)]−1/2
dτ (13)
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Unlike in the Rindler case, dT and dτ are related here by a time-dependent factor.
We have yet to identify the meaning of the parameter α. To determine what α is physi-
cally, we need to analyze the trajectory x(T ) which we obtain from the original coordinate
transformations (7).
x(T ) = α sinh
(
X0
α
)[
1 + sinh2
(
T
α
)]1/2
(14)
We also see from (7) that t = 0 ⇒ T = 0, and this is the exact condition we need to
determine α.
x0 = α sinh
(
X0
α
)
= αγ∞v∞ (15)
Therefore, α = x0/v∞γ∞ is determined by the distance of closest approach x0 and the initial
velocity v∞. Alternatively, we could also fix α by specifying the acceleration at T = t = 0
which leads to α = v∞/γ∞a0, where a0 = a(0) = apr(0). In contrast to Rindler, where
observers require infinite accelerations [1], X0 = 0 corresponds to stationary observers.
IV. MINKOWSKI COORDINATES
We now return to our original kinematic equations and replace α with physical parameters
and restore Minkowski time. This allows us to make comparisons with what we know about
the equations of motion for a uniformly accelerating observer. The trajectory becomes
x(t) = x0
[
1 +
(
v∞t
x0
)2]1/2
(16)
For large t, we see that (16) reduces to the equation of a line x(t) = v∞t with slope v∞. This
explicitly shows that the hyperbolas cross over the 45-degree lines that define event horizons
for uniformly accelerating observers. The same conclusion follows from the velocity
v(t) =
v2∞t
x0
[
1 +
(
v∞t
x0
)2]−1/2
(17)
by considering again large t behavior, where v becomes v∞.
The acceleration is deceptively similar to that of a uniformly accelerating observer.
a(t) =
v2∞
x0
[
1 +
(
v∞t
x0
)2]−3/2
(18)
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We recover the exact answer for the acceleration of a uniformly accelerating observer by
taking the limit as v∞ → 1 with x0 (equivalently, αγ∞) fixed. The proper acceleration is
apr(t) =
v2∞
x0
[
1 +
(
v∞t
x0γ∞
)2]−3/2
=
v∞
αγ∞
[
1 +
(
t
αγ2∞
)2]−3/2
(19)
which clearly describes a non-uniformly accelerating observer. We see exactly what happens
in the case of uniform acceleration in equation (19) by taking the same limit v∞ → 1 with
x0 fixed. The proper acceleration reduces to the constant apr = 1/x0 one would expect
for a uniformly accelerating observer because the γ∞ dividing the time coordinate becomes
infinite as we take the limit. The transformation apr = γ
3a from acceleration to proper
acceleration is equivalent to dividing the time coordinate t by a single power of γ∞ due to
the fact that the gamma factor resulting from (17) is given by
γ(t) =
[
1 + (v∞t/x0)
2
1 + (v∞t/x0γ∞)
2
]1/2
(20)
where we recover the exact γ factor for the uniformly accelerating observer in the limit
v∞ → 1 as γ(t) =
[
1 + (v∞t/x0)
2]1/2.
V. LIGHT CONE COORDINATES
We denote by u = t− x and v = t+ x the standard light cone coordinates in Minkowski
spacetime. We define U = T −X and V = T + X and use hyperbolic identities to obtain
the following.
u = α sinh
(
U
α
)
, v = α sinh
(
V
α
)
(21)
These coordinates are completely invertible since the hyperbolic sine inverse is a well defined
function on the entire domain. This isolates the coordinates, leaving u as a function only of
U and v as a function of only V . Note that u = 0 ⇐⇒ U = 0 and v = 0 ⇐⇒ V = 0,
and that both coordinate systems cover the entire spacetime. In light cone coordinates the
metric becomes
ds2 = cosh
(
U
α
)
cosh
(
V
α
)
dUdV (22)
These results will be crucial in determining whether non-uniformly accelerating observers
can associate thermal properties with the Minkowski vacuum [6].
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
We now have a metric that describes observers moving with non-constant proper accel-
eration. Our solution reduces to the Rindler case in the limit v∞ → 1 with x0 fixed. For
v∞ 6= 1, the proper acceleration vanishes as |t| → ∞ and is always below the Rindler value
apr = 1/x0 for finite times. These observers asymptotically approach speeds less than the
speed of light, characterized by v∞, and therefore do not see event horizons. The implica-
tions of our results on the quantum theory of a scalar field in non-inertial reference frames
will be addressed in a separate paper [6].
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FIG. 1. Spacetime diagram showing lines of constant X and constant T . The absence of horizons
for observers with constant X worldines is clear from the figure.
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